Monitor FIX messages Real-Time
& avert any trade risk with PhiFIX
Monitoring Suite
Improve your trade eﬃciency with FIX Message real-time validation.
Monitor the daily transactions and identify the risk before it’s too
late.

PhiFIX Monitor Suite: Averting risk & enabling eﬃciency
PhiFIX Monitor Suite (PMS) is a multi-protocol suite, to continuously monitor the client and
server logs across multiple trading environments. PMS can view the connection status,
client details and messages with pre-deﬁned alerts and notiﬁcation.
PMS has been precisely designed for market participants to provide a transparent view of
trading environment. Through various conﬁgurations, it allows the administrators to
analyze the trading activity and performance across multiple trading platform. It provides
accurate statistics and transaction details for speciﬁc log and thus results in control over
their trading operations.

Key Highlights:
Some of the key highlights of PhiFIX Monitor Suite are listed below

Real-time Monitoring
Monitors multiple protocol messages
and transactions in real-time

Order Tracing
Traceability of messages to provide
updates on the order status

Various Alerts
Create, modify predeﬁned alerts
based on business criteria

Notiﬁcations
Generate alerts and notiﬁes users
based on the conﬁgurations enabled

Powerful Filters
Advanced ﬁlter option to view
incoming and outgoing messages
on speciﬁc conditions

Historical Records
Alerts across several categories
can be stored and retrieved for
future reference

Comprehensive Message Flow
Gives a transparent view of
messages sent and received in the
trading environment

Reporting Generation
Export real-time transactions
results into various formats such
as PDF, EXCEL, HTML, etc.,
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